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BINGO DOUBLER 
INSTANT Lottery Game No. 1881 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 $5 INSTANT. 
 Fifteen $100,000 top prizes. 
 Scratch the CALLER’S CARD completely. Scratch the numbers on BINGO CARD 1 to BINGO CARD 6 

that match the numbers revealed on the CALLER’S CARD. Scratch the DBL and FREE spaces on each 
BINGO CARD. Using the numbers revealed and the DBL and FREE spaces, if you uncover one of the 
following patterns on one or more of the    BINGO CARDS, you win the corresponding prize for that 
pattern as per the prize legend. 
• Line: Any complete horizontal, vertical or diagonal line (5 squares);  
• 4 Corners: All 4 corners (4 squares); 
• T: Consisting of 9 squares forming a complete upright T;  
• X: Consisting of 9 squares forming a complete X;  

                        • Box: The outside square (16 squares). 
  If a winning pattern contains a DBL space, you win double the corresponding prize for that pattern.  
 You can win  only  one prize  per BINGO CARD.  
 QUICK $25: Scratch the QUICK $25 area completely. Uncover 3 “DIAMOND” symbols, win $25. 
 Overall odds of winning: 1 in 3.53. 
 Total number of prizes available: 2,295,253. 
 Tickets received: 8,094,800. 
 Prize payout†: 67.17 per cent. 
 Prizes must be claimed by Oct. 31, 2019.       
 
Prizes Odds of Winning: 1 in Number of Winners 

SINGLE WINS
      BINGO CARDS

$100,000 735,890.91 11
$50,000  1,349,133.33 6

$5,000  1,349,133.33 6
$200 14,004.84 578
$100 1,749.85 4,626

$50 388.89 20,815
$10 23.33 346,917

$5 8.24 982,942

Quick $25
$25 55.78 145,126

     DOUBLER WINS
$100,000 ($50,000 x 2) 2,023,700.00 4

$10,000 ($5,000 x 2) 2,698,266.67 3
$400 ($200 x 2) 7,002.42 1,156
$200 ($100 x 2) 3,499.70 2,313
$100 ($50 x 2) 1,400.00 5,782

$20 ($10 x 2) 349.98 23,129
$10 ($5 x 2) 23.33 346,920

WIN 2 TIMES
$300 ($200 + $100) 17,483.37 463

$30 (Quick $25 + $5) 1,749.85 4,626
$20 ($10 + $10) 150.53 53,774
$15 (($5 x 2) + $5) 144.33 56,085
$10 ($5 + $5) 46.67 173,458

WIN 3 TIMES
$5,100 ($5,000 + $50 + $50) 2,698,266.67 3

$105 ($50 + $50 + $5) 14,004.84 578
$30 ($10 + $10 + $10) 1,272.57 6,361
$20 ($5 + $5 + ($5 x 2)) 999.98 8,095
$15 ($5 + $5 + $5) 93.33 86,729

WIN 4 TIMES
$225 ($100 + $50 + $50 + Quick $25) 35,042.42 231
$180 ($100 + $50 + Quick $25 + $5) 35,042.42 231

$40 (($10 x 2) + $10 + $5 + $5) 7,002.42 1,156
$20 ($5 + $5 + $5 + $5) 349.98 23,129  

 
 
Double wins are applicable to all the prize categories, excluding the $100,000 prize category and the QUICK $25 area. 
 
The quantity of tickets ordered and/or distributed may vary and could affect the published odds/prizes. At the time of purchase, some of 
the prizes offered may have already been claimed. For additional information, call the OLG Support Centre toll-free at 1-800-387-0098. 
 
†Prize Payout is the theoretical payout percentage based on the dollar amount of all cash prizes (excluding the value of free tickets) 
offered within an INSTANT Lottery Game at the time that the Game is launched, and assuming all tickets for that Game are purchased 
(excluding free ticket prizes used for purchases) and all cash prizes are claimed. The final Prize Payout for an INSTANT Lottery Game 
is determined when a Game is ended, and is based on the actual number of tickets that were purchased with cash by consumers and 
the total value of the cash prizes claimed. 
 
The sale of lottery tickets to persons under 18 years of age is prohibited by law. Lottery prizes will not be paid to anyone under 18 years 
of age. 
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